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ARGUMENT 
 

The Substantial Evidence Presented Regarding Mr. Herman’s Reasonable 
Reliance on Advice of Counsel Was Relevant to the Core Issue of his 

Knowledge, Intent and State of Mind and, Under the Unique and Particular 
Circumstances of this Case, it was Clear Error for the Referee to Find that the 

Defense was not Available in these Bar Proceedings 
 

Mr. Herman’s reliance on the advice of his bankruptcy counsel would have, 

and should have, been a substantive defense in the bankruptcy court proceedings. 

However, Mr. Herman was precluded from presenting the defense, and such 

evidence was never considered by the bankruptcy judge. Why? Not because such a 

defense is not available in Bankruptcy proceedings. It is.1 But because Mr. Herman’s 

bankruptcy counsel, upon whom he relied, failed to timely plead it as a defense. (TR 

6/22/18, p. 55; 143-144)  Instead, his bankruptcy counsel focused primarily on trying 

to establish that Mr. Herman’s bonus was discretionary and, thus, not required to be 

listed as property of the bankruptcy estate.  As a result, the bankruptcy court made 

its findings without essential evidence regarding Mr. Herman’s knowledge, intent 

and state of mind at the time he signed his Schedules. There is no way to know 

whether, if an advice of counsel defense was presented to the bankruptcy judge, the 

judge’s findings would have been different.2       

                                           
1 See In re Patterson, 70 B.R. 124 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1986).   
2 At a subsequent sanctions hearing before the bankruptcy judge, Mr. Herman was 
represented by different bankruptcy counsel, and after his prior counsel testified, the 
bankruptcy judge dismissed the Order to Show Cause as to Mr. Herman, finding that 
he was the “unwitting” client following his counsel’s advice. (Resp. Exh. 40, p.  197) 
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Now, in these Bar proceedings, in which it has been alleged that Mr. Herman 

engaged in dishonest conduct, the core factual issue is Mr. Herman’s knowledge, 

intent and state of mind at the time he signed and attested to the truth of his 

Schedules. He relied on his experienced bankruptcy counsel regarding a nuanced 

area of law in which it is undisputed that Mr. Herman had no prior experience. The 

fact that he acted in reliance upon the advice of his counsel was not just “relevant,” 

under the unique circumstances of this particular case, it was absolutely essential “in 

determining whether [Mr. Herman] had the knowledge required to render [his] 

conduct a violation of the rules” regarding honesty, as alleged in the Bar Complaint. 

See Rule 4–5.2(a), Comment (clarifying the circumstances under which the fact that 

a lawyer acted under the direction of another may be considered in Bar proceedings).     

The Bar asserts Mr. Herman’s claim that the Referee erred in failing to take 

into account his advice of counsel defense “rings hollow,” stressing that the Referee 

devoted a section of his report to the issue. Bar Answer, p. 8. The Bar further argues 

the fact that the Referee ruled against Mr. Herman does not demonstrate the Referee 

prohibited him from presenting a defense. What rings hollow is the Bar’s notion of 

due process. Being allowed to present evidence on an essential element of the alleged 

offense and then being told the evidence is being rejected because “reliance on 

advice of counsel is not available as a defense in a Bar discipline proceeding” (ROR 

p. 49) is not affording Mr. Herman the right to defend himself. While “Justice is 
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blind,” it should not be deaf. It is beyond cavil that due process requires the 

opportunity to have relevant evidence considered in a meaningful and substantive 

way, not the mere formality in allowing it to be presented.3  

Given the Contrary Findings Subsequently Entered in the State Court 
Proceedings on the Exact Same Evidence, the Referee’s Reliance on 

the Bankruptcy Judge’s Findings on an Issue of State Law 
(Whether Bonus was Discretionary or Vested) Was Misplaced 

    
 The Bar is correct as to the general rule that a “referee in a bar disciplinary 

proceeding can properly rely upon facts established in orders and decisions of other 

tribunals to support his or her findings of fact.” The Florida Bar v. Gwynn, 94 So.3d 

425, 430 (Fla. 2012). However, in arguing that the Referee properly relied upon the 

rulings of the bankruptcy judge and the U.S. District Court, the Bar ignores the fact 

that conflicting findings on an issue of Florida law, on the exact same evidence 

considered by the bankruptcy judge, were subsequently entered by a Florida State 

court. (R. Exh. 41 & 46)   

 In bankruptcy proceedings, it is well settled that state law controls whether 

someone has a legal interest in an asset to determine whether it would be property 

of the estate at the time a bankruptcy petition is filed.4 Both the Bar’s and 

                                           
3 What also rings hollow is the Bar’s claim, without sufficient support, and contrary 
to this Court’s decision in The Florida Bar v. Adorno, 60 So.3d 1016 (Fla. 2011), 
that Mr. Herman’s reliance on the advice of counsel should not even be considered 
in mitigation by this Court.  Bar Answer, p. 22. 
4 See Butner v. United States, 440 U.S. 48, 55, 99 S. Ct. 914 (1979). 
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Respondent’s expert witnesses were in agreement that Florida law controls whether 

Mr. Herman’s expected bonus was vested or discretionary at the time he filed his 

bankruptcy petition. (TR 6/22/18, p. 46; 6/26/18, p. 107) It is also undisputed that 

whether the expected bonus was vested or discretionary was the pivotal issue before 

the bankruptcy judge. (TR 6/22/18, p. 77)  If the bonus was vested (as found by the 

bankruptcy judge), it was required to be listed as property. If it was discretionary (as 

found by the Florida court), it was not property of the estate and, thus, not required 

to be listed. If the State Court Order preceded the bankruptcy Order, it would have 

likely changed the outcome of the bankruptcy proceedings.5   

 In these Bar proceedings, where a factual issue is controlled by Florida law, a 

determination of that issue by a Florida State court should take precedence. Thus, in 

determining whether Mr. Herman falsely swore when he signed his schedules, the 

Referee incorrectly disregarded the fact a State court found (on an issue of State law) 

that Mr. Herman’s bonus was discretionary (consistent with the advice Mr. Herman 

received from his experienced bankruptcy counsel).  We ask this Court, the ultimate 

arbiter of all Florida law issues, to review the testimony and undisputed evidence on 

the issue, including the facts stipulated to by CIB Marine in the subsequent State 

                                           
5 Pursuant to the Rooker-Feldman doctrine, deference would have been given to the 
State court findings on the issue had it been decided earlier. See Pickens v. JP 
Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. 5:14-CV-00166-RLV-DSC, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
62911 (W.D.N.C. May 12, 2016). The Bar’s expert conceded the stipulated facts 
adopted by the State court “certainly could be helpful to you.” R. Exh. 68, p. 60.   
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Court proceedings (R. Exh. 41), in determining that Mr. Herman’s bankruptcy 

counsel’s advice regarding the discretionary versus vested issue was reasonable and 

Mr. Herman’s reliance thereon was justified.    

Mr. Herman Reasonably Relied on the Case Law He Independently Reviewed 
Which Clearly Supported his Counsel’s Position that the Expected Bonus was 

Discretionary and, Therefore, Not Reportable as Property at the Time 
Mr. Herman Filed for Bankruptcy Protection 

 
 In arguing for the rejection of Mr. Herman’s advice of counsel defense, the 

Bar also notes the Referee concluded that the fact that Mr. Herman “conducted his 

own legal research on the issue as to whether he was required to disclose his bonus 

from the $10 Million Fee...undermines any claim that his decision not to disclose 

this rested entirely on the advice of his attorney.” Bar Answer, p. 9 (citing ROR 50). 

That argument is specious as the case law Mr. Herman reviewed supported his 

bankruptcy counsel’s advice. Mr. Herman never has claimed he blindly followed his 

lawyer’s advice. He reviewed the cases provided by his lawyer and some of the cases 

cited therein. This is not an instance where there were no cases to support the advice.  

Nor is this a case where Mr. Herman was ignoring clear-cut legal precedent. In fact, 

as confirmed by three experienced bankruptcy lawyers who testified in the Bar case, 

at the time Mr. Herman signed his Schedules, the vast majority of the cases, 

including those reviewed by Mr. Herman, supported the position taken by his 

bankruptcy lawyer. TR 6/22/18, p. 108-113 (Bart Houston); 6/26/18 p. 13, 31-32 
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(Chad Pugatch); 6/26/18, p. 88 (L. Louis Mrachek).6 The point is, and always has 

been, because the cases he independently reviewed supported his lawyer’s position 

that his expected bonus was discretionary, Mr. Herman reasonably believed his 

Schedules were true and accurate when he signed them, and he reasonably acted in 

reliance not only on the advice of his bankruptcy lawyer, but did so in conjunction 

with all the cases supporting the advice. Conspicuously absent from the Bar’s briefs 

are cites to any case law to establish that Mr. Herman’s reliance was not reasonable.   

 Furthermore, as explained by Respondent’s expert witness and discussed in 

depth in Respondent’s Initial Brief, the case law post-petition continues to support 

Mr. Herman’s bankruptcy lawyer’s position. (TR 6/26/18, p. 107-111)7 In its 

Answer, the Bar insinuates that Mr. Herman misrepresented in his Initial Brief that 

“the 2013 [Klein-Swanson decision] guided him and his counsel to the conclusion 

                                           
6 See Rionda v. HSBC Bank U.S.A., NA, 2010 WL 5476725, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
137355 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (Huck, J.) (holding that an employee has no entitlement to 
a discretionary bonus); In re Lapi, 18 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. B449 (U.S. Bankr. S.D. 
Fla. June 24, 2005); In re Chappo, 257 B.R. 852 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 2001); Vogel v. 
Palmer (In re Palmer), 57 B.R. 332 (Bankr. W.D. Va. 1986); Sharp v. Dery, 253 
B.R. 204 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 2000). There was only one contrary case cited to by 
the Bar’s expert (Daly v. Soboslai (In re Soboslai), 263 B.R. 700 (Bankr. D. Conn. 
2001)), which was not even a Florida case and was described by another court as an 
“outlier.” See In re Bronikowski, 569 B.R. 48 (Bankr. W.D.N.C. 2017).   
7 See Bronikowski; In re Gonzalez, 15-74657-REG, 2016 WL 5724770, at *4 (Bankr. 
E.D.N.Y., Sept 30, 2016) (“a discretionary bonus paid to a debtor by an employer 
post-petition is not property of the estate”); see also In Re Klein-Swanson, 488 B.R. 
628 (8th Cir. BAP March 22, 2013) (holding that an expectant interest in a bonus is 
not required to be disclosed). 
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that his potential bonus ‘could not properly be considered property owned by Mr. 

Herman as of his Petition date,’” given that Mr. Herman filed his petition and 

Schedules “more than a year before Klein-Swanson was decided.” Bar Answer, p. 

14. Mr. Herman has never testified nor claimed that he reviewed and relied upon 

Klein-Swanson prior to the signing of his Schedules. The Bar either misread or 

misinterpreted counsel’s argument regarding the Klein-Swanson decision, which 

specifically stated as follows: “The persuasive precedent within Klein-Swanson 

helped guide Mr. Herman’s counsel (and, in turn, Mr. Herman)…” Resp. Initial 

Brief, p. 49. The precedent followed by the court in Klein-Swanson is in accord with 

the precedent relied upon by Mr. Herman. The point being that, how could Mr. 

Herman’s and his lawyer’s reliance on the same precedent not be considered 

reasonable, if the court in Klein-Swanson relied upon it? 

 Moreover, since the filing of our Initial Brief, another bankruptcy court    

issued a decision which further supports the advice of Mr. Herman’s bankruptcy 

lawyer. See In Re Jennifer Brown, Case No. 18-81242 (U.S. Bankr. C.D. Ill., May 

9, 2019) (Memorandum Decision). In that case, the debtor, like Mr. Herman, at the 

time of filing her petition, based upon her employer’s procedures and historical 

practices, had an expectation to receive a discretionary bonus post-petition based, in 

part, upon services she had rendered for the employer pre-petition. The bankruptcy 

judge, interpreting Illinois law, which is similar to Florida law, on property interests 
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relating to bonuses, found that, even though the debtor’s expected bonus was rooted 

in the services she performed prior to filing for bankruptcy, the bonus was not 

property included in the bankruptcy estate because “the Debtor did not have a 

prepetition property interest in the bonus as a matter of Illinois law.” Id., p. 2. Noting 

that “where an employer reserves the absolute discretion not to award a future bonus, 

the bonus is treated under Illinois law as an expectancy, not a present property 

interest,” the Court explained as follows:  

Because the Debtor, on the date of the petition, had only a 
bare expectancy interest, the Trustee takes no present 
property interest in any future [bonus] payment and no part 
of it can become property of the estate. To consider the bonus 
to be property of her estate simply because it related to her 
prepetition employment would be to give the bankruptcy 
estate more than the Debtor had on the petition date.  

 
Id. at p. 10-11 (emphasis added). 

 Based upon the uncontroverted evidence in Mr. Herman’s case, like the bonus 

program of the employer in Brown, under Tripp Scott’s compensation structure, the 

firm retained absolute discretion regarding the awarding of performance bonuses to 

non-equity directors, including Mr. Herman. And, under Florida law, like Illinois 

law, because an employee has no right to a discretionary bonus until paid, a 

discretionary bonus is a mere expectancy, which is not an enforceable property 

interest. See Rionda v HSBC, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 137355, 2010 WL 546725 

(S.D. Fla. Dec. 30, 2010) (detailed opinion authored by U.S. District Court Judge 
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Paul Huck from the Southern District of Florida, applying Florida law, which was 

reviewed and relied upon by Mr. Herman prior to signing his schedules).   

 The Bar now apparently concedes that Mr. Herman’s purported “interest” was 

based on mere hope and expectations as the words “hope,” “expectation” and 

“belief” appear, at least, 10 times in its Answer Brief to support its argument that 

Mr. Herman had the requisite “interest” in the bonus to require disclosure. The only 

purported “interest” the Referee found was that Mr. Herman knew he was “well 

positioned” to receive a bonus based upon six emails he wrote at the end of 2011, 

before the petition date, when he thought some of the contingency money was going 

to be received by the firm. The respondent has never disputed that the emails reflect 

a strong hope and/or expectation to receive a substantial bonus. Nor does he dispute 

that he was “well positioned” to receive one once the fees were received by the firm.8  

Neither the Referee nor the Bar cite to any case that supports that a “hope,” “belief,” 

“expectation” or being “well positioned” establishes an enforceable property right 

to a discretionary bonus under Florida law.9 Mr. Herman, in contrast, has cited 

numerous cases, both pre-petition and post-petition, supporting his position. 

                                           
8 It is significant to note that the emails Mr. Herman received in response never stated 
that he was entitled to any bonus or that would be awarded a particular amount. The 
fact that the firm subsequently awarded him substantially less ($2.7 million) than the 
amount he was petitioning for in his emails ($5.2 million), confirms that the bonus 
remained entirely discretionary at the time Mr. Herman filed for bankruptcy.      
9 See TR 6/26/18, p. 89-97, 100-122, for detailed analysis of cases cited by 
bankruptcy judge and why Florida express contract case law is inapplicable.   
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Therefore, by asserting that Mr. Herman’s “interest” amounts to a hope or 

expectation, the Bar has failed to establish a vested right requiring disclosure.  

 In the Bar matter, the case law is critical, not just to establish that Mr. 

Herman’s bankruptcy lawyer’s advice was probably correct, but in relation to Mr. 

Herman’s state of mind when he signed his Schedules. Where, as here, even the 

Referee acknowledged that the issue is unsettled (ROR ¶¶109, 119), and the Bar’s 

expert conceded that “there is some uncertainty as to what the outcome is, not just 

on the law, but on the facts,” based upon the uncontroverted evidence presented in 

the Bar case regarding Mr. Herman’s reasonable reliance upon his lawyer and the 

supporting case law, the record clearly establishes that he did not have the requisite 

knowledge and intent to be found in violation of the Bar Rules.   

The Record, in its Entirety, Clearly Contradicts the Referee’s Finding 
that Mr. Herman Engaged in Dishonest Conduct 

 
 Taken as a whole, the record lacks “substantial evidence” to support the 

Referee’s factual finding that Mr. Herman knowingly engaged in any dishonest 

conduct. See The Florida Bar v. Head, 84 So. 3d 292, 300 (Fla. 2012) (referee's 

factual findings must be based on substantial evidence).10   

                                           
10 The clear and convincing standard of proof required in Bar disciplinary matters 
“entails both a qualitative and quantitative standard ... The evidence must be of such 
weight that it produces in the mind of the trier of fact a firm belief or conviction, 
without hesitancy, as to the truth of the allegations sought to be established.”  Inquiry 
Concerning Davey, 645 So. 2d 398, 404 (Fla. 1994). 
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 The factual findings of the bankruptcy judge (made under preponderance of 

the evidence standard and without the benefit of additional evidence now available 

in the Bar case), upon which the Referee and the Bar primarily rely, are not sufficient 

to meet the heavy burden of proof required here. The testimony presented by the Bar 

from (1) the trustee (who admitted he knew of the fees from the contingency cases 

prior to the filing of Mr. Herman’s Schedules and, thus, had not been misled), (2) 

Mr. Herman (who finally was able to testify regarding his reliance upon the advice 

of his experienced bankruptcy counsel), and (3) the Bar’s expert (who agreed that it 

essentially comes down to “practice experience,” and it is up to the lawyer to advise 

the client) (TR 6/22/18, p. 36, 74-75), did not strengthen, but in fact weakened, the 

Bar’s case. That is even without taking into consideration the substantial, compelling 

and, in many instances, undisputed additional evidence (which was not considered 

by the bankruptcy judge) presented by Mr. Herman in the Bar proceedings on the 

core issue of his knowledge, intent and state of mind. Because significant additional 

evidence has been presented, the harsh findings by the bankruptcy judge have been 

decimated. By primarily relying upon the bankruptcy judge’s findings while either 

incorrectly rejecting or failing to give sufficient weight to the additional relevant 

evidence presented, particularly regarding the reliance on the advice of counsel and 

the subsequent State Court Order, it is evident the Referee’s findings as to the Rule 

violations are clearly erroneous.  
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 Regarding Mr. Herman’s state of mind at the time he signed his Schedules, 

based upon the record, the following is undisputed: 

• Mr. Herman’s employer, Tripp Scott, had the retainer agreements with the 
contingency case clients and the $10 million in fees to be earned therefrom 
would be owned by Tripp Scott, not Mr. Herman.  (TR 6/22/18, p. 66) 
 

• Mr. Herman was not an equity owner in the firm, had no employment contract 
and was a W-2 employee.  (TR 6/25/18, p. 112)   
 

• The $10 million in fees had not been received by the firm prior to the date Mr. 
Herman filed his bankruptcy petition.  (TR 6/21/18, p. 111-112) 
 

• According to historical practices, annual performance bonuses for non-equity 
directors were considered and awarded by the firm’s Compensation 
Committee, which had the sole and absolute discretion as to: (1) whether to 
award bonuses; (2) determine the timing of any bonus award; (3) whether to 
award a bonus to any particular director/employee; and (4) determine the 
amount of any bonus award. (TFB Exh. 20 & 21; R. Exh. 38 & 41). 
 

• Mr. Herman had an expectation to get a substantial annual performance bonus 
due to his efforts in obtaining the two verdicts for the firm’s clients. 
 

• Mr. Herman’s employer had not yet awarded him his bonus at the time he 
filed his schedules.  (TR 6/22/18. p. 176-177) 
 

• Mr. Herman knew that the contingency case verdicts and his involvement in 
obtaining them for the clients were reported in both the mainstream and legal 
press (Resp. Exhibit 2) (evidence not considered by bankruptcy judge). 
 

• Prior to the filing of the schedules, the attorneys for CIB, as well as the Trustee 
(who did not testify in the bankruptcy case), in fact, knew about the cases, the 
fees and likelihood Mr. Herman would be receiving a substantial bonus (TR 
6/21/18, pp. 99, 111) (evidence not considered by bankruptcy judge). 
 

• Prior to the petition date, Mr. Herman knew that garnishment proceedings had 
been commenced by CIB (TR 6/21/18, p. 166; 6/22/18, p. 91), requiring his 
employer to inform CIB about any bonus subsequently awarded (evidence 
not considered by bankruptcy judge).  
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• Mr. Herman had hired experienced bankruptcy counsel. (TR 6/22/18, p. 84)   
 

• Mr. Herman’s bankruptcy counsel conducted a factual investigation, 
including interviews of firm members, regarding the potential fees the firm 
would receive from the verdicts and the firm’s compensation structure (TR 
6/22/18, p. 103-109) (evidence not considered by bankruptcy judge). 
 

• Mr. Houston advised that, based upon his investigation and the case law, Mr. 
Herman was not required to list any potential bonus as property on his 
schedules because, as a non-equity “director” of the firm, he did not have a 
vested legally enforceable entitlement to a bonus; therefore, any potential 
discretionary bonus would not be considered his property, but rather the 
property of Tripp Scott, until such time as the bonus was actually awarded 
(TR 6/22/18, p. 108-111) (evidence not considered by bankruptcy judge). 
 

• The legal research reviewed by Mr. Herman supported his bankruptcy 
counsel’s advice (TR 6/22/18, p. 108-113; 6/26/18 p. 13, 31-32; 6/26/18, p. 
88 (evidence not considered by bankruptcy judge). 
 

• The schedules were required to be prepared with information as it existed on 
the petition date of February 18, 2012.  (TR 6/22/18, p. 65, 93-94)  
 

• Mr. Herman’s bankruptcy counsel prepared the schedules and formulated the 
specific language used on Schedule I: “Annual performance bonus 
(historically 65,000 – 70,000).”  (TFB Exhibit 13)  (TR 6/22/18, p. 116)  
(evidence not considered by bankruptcy judge).  
 

• The amount of Mr. Herman’s expected annual performance bonus was 
indeterminable on both the date the petition was filed and later when the 
schedules were filed.  (TR 06/21/18, p. 111-12; 06/22/18, p. 67) (ROR ¶99) 
 

 Based upon the forgoing undisputed facts regarding Mr. Herman’s state of 

mind, his reliance upon his experienced bankruptcy lawyer’s determination 

regarding where (Schedule I) to report Mr. Herman’s expectancy to receive a 

discretionary and indeterminable “annual performance bonus,” was reasonable and 

clearly establishes Mr. Herman did not intend to mislead anyone and lacked the 
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necessary intent to find he engaged in dishonest conduct. While it is permissible for 

the Referee to consider facts established in orders of other tribunals, that does not 

mean the Referee may adopt findings which are contrary to the undisputed evidence 

presented in the Bar case, particularly where compelling additional evidence was 

available to the Referee which was not considered by the bankruptcy judge. 

Moreover, the bankruptcy judge’s Order should not take precedence over a 

subsequent State Court Order, based upon the exact same evidence considered by 

the bankruptcy judge. At most, the State Court Order established that Mr. Herman’s 

lawyer’s advice was correct. At the very least, it establishes that the advice upon 

which Mr. Herman relied was a reasonably arguable position on an issue that even 

the Referee noted is “subject to differing opinions.” (ROR ¶119) (emphasis added). 

Whether a lawyer violates the Bar Rules cannot depend upon which of two 

contradictory, valid judicial opinions a Referee choses to rely.   

 Furthermore, the Referee’s finding that Mr. Herman was motivated by a desire 

“to retain for himself his $2.7 Million bonus free from any claim by his prepetition 

creditors,” (ROR ¶ 95), is belied by the undisputed fact that, at the time Mr. Herman 

signed his Schedules, he was aware the garnishment proceedings previously filed by 

CIB would require his employer to notify CIB if a bonus was subsequently awarded 

by the firm to Mr. Herman. Mr. Herman was not trying to hide his potential bonus; 

he  knew it could never have been concealed. Furthermore, it was obvious CIB knew 
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about the verdicts (R. Exh. 2), the firm’s fees and Mr. Herman’s potential to receive 

a substantial bonus, and they would be seeking to obtain the funds. It is apparent that 

Mr. Herman’s bankruptcy counsel, by choosing where and how11 he disclosed Mr. 

Herman’s expectation to receive a bonus, made a “practice” call to assert his position 

on behalf of Mr. Herman from the very beginning that, based upon the facts and the 

case law, the bonus was discretionary and not vested and, thus, was not “property” 

of the bankruptcy estate. We now know for a fact that CIB’s counsel contacted the 

Trustee prior to the filing of Mr. Herman’s Schedule to inform him about the two 

contingency case verdicts. As the Trustee confirmed, even before the filing of the 

Schedules, he “for sure” was going to look into “those two huge verdicts” as a 

possible source from which to collect. (TR 6/21/18, p. 99, 111) It is clear the Referee 

erred in determining Mr. Herman’s state of mind when signing his Schedules was to 

mislead the Trustee and his creditors for the purpose obtaining a benefit for himself.   

  Based on the totality of the record evidence, Mr. Herman has met his burden 

of establishing “the record clearly contradicts the referee’s conclusions,” The 

Florida Bar v. Glueck, 985 So.2d 1052 (Fla. 2008), that Mr. Herman is in violation 

of the Rules and engaged in dishonest conduct warranting a lengthy suspension.  

                                           
11 Under all the circumstances, Bart Houston’s decision to include the historical 
language on Schedule I, which is subject to differing interpretations, cannot be 
enough to find Mr. Herman in violation of the Rules, and certainly is not enough to 
justify a lengthy suspension or disbarment.  
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WHEREFORE, Cross-Petitioner/Respondent Peter Herman requests that this 

Court reject the Referee’s recommended findings in the Report of Referee that Mr. 

Herman violated Rules 3-4.3, 4-3.3(a)(1), 4-8.4(a) &(c), the Referee’s recommended 

sanction of an 18 month suspension and The Florida Bar’s request for disbarment.  

Should the Court find Mr. Herman violated one or more Rules, it is requested that, 

in imposing its sanction, the Court consider the unique combination of multiple 

mitigating factors proving Mr. Herman is not in need of rehabilitation. 

      Respectfully Submitted, 

ROTHMAN & ASSOCIATES, P.A. 
200 S. Biscayne Blvd., Ste 2770 
Miami, Fl 3313 
(305) 358-9000 

By: /S/     David B. Rothman    
 DAVID B. ROTHMAN 

       Florida Bar No. 240273 
       dbr@rothmanlawyers.com 

By: /S/     Jeanne T. Melendez  
 JEANNE T. MELENDEZ 

       Florida Bar No. 0027571 
       jtm@rothmanlawyers.com 
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